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New York Times bestseller! In this romantic coming-of-age YA novel, Sophie Brooks agrees to
spend the summer with her father and his soon-to-be new wife, as well as share a room with her
stepmom's daughter, Camille. But what should be a lovely time in the City of Lights, preparing for
her audition at the prestigious French music academy she's dreamed of attending, becomes a
nightmare due to the lack of a piano and less than sisterly relations … until the attractive boy
next door invites Sophie to practice at his home. But just as everything is looking up, Sophie's
first love--and musical future--are in danger.One Paris Summer:Is a perfect escape read for
teens and fans of contemporary YA romanceCombines the complexities of blended families and
finding your own path in life with the thrills of falling in love for the first timeWill appeal to fans of
Sarah Dessen, Jenny Han, and Stephanie Perkins

“This is a sweet, quirky romance with appealing characters and loving descriptions of Boston
landmarks…Keating is particularly good at capturing the surreal nature of dreams. Give this one
to fans of Jenny Han and YA romance.” — School Library Journal“A fun spin on contemporary
romance.” — Voice of Youth Advocates (VOYA)“Alice is a fun, sarcastic heroine, and readers will
be more than happy to join her on her journey both in and out of dreams.” — ALA Booklist“This
story of the ultimate meet–cute just gets cuter and cuter.” — Bulletin of the Center for Children’s
BooksAbout the AuthorLucy Keating lives in Somerville, Massachusetts, with her tall, smiley
husband and short, scruffy dog. She’s been writing and editing teen romance for twelve years
professionally, and for many years before that. In addition to writing, reading, and watching
absolutely everything, Lucy enjoys baking, taking weekend road trips in beautiful New England,
and rewriting pop songs in tribute to her dog, who is unappreciative.Visit Lucy at
www.lucykeating.com.
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Books by night, mommy by day, “The City of Lights never seemed so bright!. **I received a free
copy of this book from Netgalley in exchange for my honest review**5+ starsWhen Sophie and
her brother Eric find themselves on a plane to visit their father and his fiancé for their upcoming
nuptials, while excited for a trip to Paris, France, they aren’t nearly as excited about seeing their
father or the wedding. For the budding pianist Sophie, she is beyond worried that a lack of
practicing all summer will endanger her chance at a scholarship to a prestigious college. And
while her new step-mom, Eva is nice and happy to have them in Paris, her daughter and their
new step-sister, Camille, is less than thrilled to not only have to share her room and home with
Sophie, but that she is also expected to show them around on their visit. When their first trip
sightseeing ends up with Camille purposely loosing Sophie on the Metro, she knows she’s in for
a long summer. But then Mathieu, a childhood friend of Camille’s shows up to rescue Sophie,
while she first thinks that it’s another of Camille’s cruel jokes, but Mathieu has a way about him
that settles Sophie and sends her head spinning. Even with her brother Eric’s friend Dane
visiting them in Paris, whom Sophie’s had a crush on for some time, she sees the caliber of
character difference and begins the spend more time with Mathieu, if even just to practice on his
mother’s piano instead of the key board her father bought her.Mathieu keeps his feelings just out
of reach, and Sophie is continually baffled by him – his seeming interest, but then pulling back
just when she starts to feel close to him. Between boy issues and daddy issues, Sophie can’t
help but feel overwhelmed. However, when she gets in front of the piano at Mathieu’s house, her
tensions melt away and all the trouble with boys, her father, and even Camille are nothing but
key strokes on the piano. So when she gets the opportunity of a lifetime to play in a prestigious
program, while she has her reservations, she decides to try. With all of her ducks seemingly in a
row, she finally begins to feel confident about her decisions – but when her best friend is in a
terrible accident and someone comes between her and Mathieu, Sophie wonders if it hasn’t all
been a trick of the bright lights in Paris.I ADORED this book! Ms. Grover Swank does yet
another amazing job in setting the stage of the emotions and conflicts that Sophie feels on
everything from boys she crushes on, to her piano career, and her relationships with her mom
and dad. But to have it set in the City of Lights made the story glide off the pages like a cool
breeze – her dedication to keeping the French accurate, the names and places she mentions –
it’s all summed up in a beautiful story of a young lady’s coming of age story and finding her way
in the world. While Sophie may be just another typical teenager, nothing about the way Ms.
Grover Swank portrays her characters and their emotions is simply breathtaking!  Bravo!!”

LauraV, “The Worst Summer Ever? Or the Best?. Most teens would jump at the chance to spend
the summer in Paris, but not Sophie Brooks. She's only going because she has to. Her father,
who abandoned the family a year ago, is getting remarried in the City of Lights and she and her
older brother Eric are being forced by both parents to spend the summer with him, his new wife



and her soon to be step-sister. She has to leave behind her best friend and abandon her
summer plans to practice for a piano scholarship that means everything. As if that's not bad
enough, the step-sister turns out to be worse than any things Cinderella ever faced, her father
isn't keeping his promises to find her a piano to practice on and she's falling for a cute French
boy who's definitely off limits. How could such a magical city be such a nightmare?One Paris
Summer is heartbreaking and hard at times, euphoric and adventuresome at others. I spent
much of the first quarter of the book fighting back my own emotions as Sophie struggled with her
feelings about her father. The author did an outstanding job of dialing into what it feels like to be
a child, even an older one, left by a parent. At times it was difficult to read because it felt so
real.Sophie's relationship with her brother was interesting, too. As a little sister, I have to say, it
felt pretty authentic, especially when, at times he wouldn't speak up when he needed to, and at
other times he was way too overprotective when it wasn't necessary. The step-sister seemed a
little over the top, but in today's culture of bullying, I'm afraid she wasn't as far-fetched as I'd like
to believe. Mathieu was a great character, kind, appealing and handsome, but what I liked best
was how supportive he was of Sophie. My only complaint was that I didn't feel like I understood
him as well as I'd have liked.I think what I liked the most, though, was how hard Sophie's dad
worked toward repairing the damage he had done. Watching him come to understand how
much damage he had done and work to fix it, was very moving.The descriptions of Paris and of
Sophie's music were wonderful bonuses that only added charm to this book for me. A sweet love
story with a depth of emotion I wasn't expecting, I thoroughly enjoyed One Paris Summer.”

Sara Oxo, “J'Adore One Paris Summer. One Paris Summer by Denise Grover Swank is amazing,
I am really hoping we will get more summers and other seasons in Paris with Sophie Brookes
and her motley crew of family and friends.After being sent away to Paris for the summer to
attend her dads wedding less than a year after her parents’ divorce, Sophie is feeling lost and
alone, despite having her brother and dad with her. She likes her new stepmother enough, but
has a wicked step sister Camille who is queen bee amongst her friends, and makes them all turn
against Sophie, despite never having met her.Sophie dreams of Playing the piano and part of
the deal to get her to come to Paris was that she would get a piano so she could play and study
for a scholarship competition, when this doesn’t happen and her step mum Eva gets her a
Keyboard in an attempt to help just causes her to retreat more. It also causes Camille to get even
more ugly step sister on her.Only one thing seems to bring some light in the darkness that is the
Summer in Paris most teens would dream about is Mathieu, but he is friends with Camille so that
can’t happen, can it??I have loved all of the Denise Grover Swank books I have read from the
Rose Gardner series, to the Curse keeper series and all in between. But this book, out of them
all will have a piece of my heart for a long time. I had a complicated relationship with my Farther
until he passed away, and I loved how Denise wrote with kindness and compassion, she has
either dealt with this personally or has a teenage daughter who has, if not she is most certainly
one of the most talented authors I have ever read, as I was crying within the first 50 pages, and



no one died yet!! That’s a record for me.I can’t recommend this book highly enough. Five starts
aren’t enough.”

Laila, “I enjoyed this YA Romance book much more than I thought .... I enjoyed this YA Romance
book much more than I thought I would. I've been preparing myself to read One Paris Summer
for couple of months - I never wanted to go to Paris ( because everyone want's it! ha ha), and I'm
not a big fan of YA genre. This book overcome everything I expected. Suddenly I've been pulled
into the story and dropped in the middle of Paris. I couldn't put it down although I had to.Well
build to the very detail characters, so real and live as usually are Denise Grover Swank's
characters - you can love them or hate (who can love that mean stepsister Camille and jerk
Dane)I lived through so many emotions with Sophie, I confess I cried more than couple of
times.Sweet romance on top of emotionally hard time after parents divorce accepting it,
relationships with stepmother and stepsister that's quite a lot and much more of a great written
story. Sophies love for music, and a bit of french makes this book just amazing to fall in love with!”

NK, “Recommended! Spiritual sister of Anna and the French Kiss but not a rip off at all.... Was
so happy to learn this author had a YA book as I've read nearly all her 'adult' output. This book is
the spiritual sister of Stephanie Perkins' Anna and the French Kiss but it's not a rip-off...instead
the characters here could easily be friends with Anna and her Paris pals.  Highly recommended!”

Jo Smith, “such a great writer. This stand alone book did not disappoint. I have read many of
Denise Grover Swanks books, such a great writer. This stand alone book did not disappoint.
Like many of her books I found I could not put it down. The way she writes about young love and
their struggles with life as teenagers going into adulthood, brilliant.”

Anna, “What A Holiday!. What a great story! I felt as though I knew these kids. I was anxious with
the characters at times; and I wanted to tell off a couple of them. I liked this book and it's well
worth the read.”

The book by Denise Grover Swank has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 317 people have provided
feedback.
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